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The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute
The Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute (IEICI) is your premier gateway for
doing business with Israeli companies. Established and funded by the government and the
private sector, IEICI’s expertise in technology and product scouting, joint ventures and strategic
alliances with Israeli companies spans more than half a century.
Whatever you field is, IEICI offers access to relevant businesses and government resources.
With expertise in Israel’s leading Industries, IEICI offers access to relevant businesses and
government resources and provides the information you need to connect, negotiate and do
business.
The IEICI’s Cleantech, Energy & Construction Technologies department has an intimate acquaintance
with the Israeli Water, Renewables Energy and environmental industry exporters, which includes
more than 800 companies and about 200 startups. It has the ability to identify and match
suitable potential business partners, organizing one-on-one business meetings and is a focal
point for contacts with the government as well as with the industry.
This catalog demonstrates a sample of the Israeli abilities and know-how of the thriving Energy
& Water sectors, we are here to support and integrate you into this companies and more and
assist you with navigating with in this growing industry.
Noa Aharoni, Manager
Cleantech, Energy & Construction-tech Sectors
Tel: +972 3 514 2846
aharoni@export.gov.il
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Israel Trade Center in San Francisco
The Foreign Trade Administration (FTA) at the Israeli Ministry of Economy and Industry
manages and supports Israel’s international trade and trade policy by promoting
trade and exports, initiating and maintaining trade agreements, attracting and
facilitating foreign investments and creating strategic cooperation with foreign
companies. Through our headquarters in Jerusalem together with 45 economic
and trade missions in key financial centers throughout the world, the FTA promotes
Israel’s economy worldwide.
Israel’s economic and trade missions are at the forefront of the Israeli government’s
efforts to boost our industries in foreign markets. Our team of highly experienced
economic representatives and business consultants provide a wide range of services
to Israeli companies and to the international business community.
Moran Zilbershtein
Head of Economic and Trade Mission in San Francisco
Tel: +1 415 986 2701
Moran.Zilbershtein@israeltrade.gov.il

The National Energy and Water Program
Israel NEWTech was established in 2006 under the leadership of the Ministry of Economy
and Industry, with the participation of ten government ministries and official organizations.
Israel NEWTech focuses on water and energy technologies and provides an infrastructure that
encourages the development of technologies in this sector. For more information on Israel
NEWTech, please visit: www.israelnewtech.gov.il
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airtouchsolar.com

Airtouch
Category & Tags
PV Panel Cleaning Solution
Robotic Cleaning Solution
Water-free
Robotic Panel Cleaning
Optimize Yield
Optimize Production
Avoid Production Losses

Technologies & Products
Innovative patented technology, providing superb cleaning results,
outstanding panel protection and minimized shadowing loss.
Combining 3 main features, all in one movement:
Powerful wind blowing – Removing heavy soiling particles touch
free and enabling fast cleaning with best panels’ ARC protection.
Fine microfiber wipes – gently removing remaining soiling particles.
Automatic self-cleaning – Avoiding accumulation of particles
on dust wipers in the process.
Fit for solar panel arrays of all widths for both fix and tracker
panels.

Target Audience
Solar Field Developers; EPCs; O&Ms; Investors.

Company at a Glance
Airtouch developed a cutting-edge, dry robotic PV panel cleaning
solution for utility-scale installations.
Airtouch's solution received A class validation for the panel
protection from PI Berlin - an independent world leading
laboratory, has successfully completed first pilot installation
and is commencing commercial production.
The company’s Patent-pending technology, features a simplified
system, with enhanced capabilities while providing significantly
better IRR for customers relative to competitive solutions.
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biopetroclean.com

Biological Petroleum Cleaning ("BPC")
Category & Tags
Wastewater
Zero liquid Discharge
Bio Remediation
Treatment Automation
and BI (Business
Intelligence) Software

Video

Technologies & Products
BPC-ACT technology combines chemostat bio remediation
process and a highly advanced control system. it can treat the
most toxic organic materials under extreme condition of high
salinity, high COD, and high inlet fluctuations.
While most biological processes are based on sludge build up
(high MLSS), creating a multi microorganism’s environment with
bacteria, algae, flagella etc. - The patented "ACT Sequential Bio
process" absorbs high inlet fluctuations and maintained high
sustainable quality. Our technology is also available as Add-on.

Target Audience
Working capital investors, and Business partners who are
currently active in Industrial wastewater treatment plants (Oil
& Gas, Petrochemical factories, Pharma, Textile, Metal, Food &
Beverage and more).

Company at a Glance
BioPetroClean Ltd (BPC) delivers turnkey proprietary solutions for
industrial wastewater treatment plants (WWTP), these solutions
are based on BPC’s ACT (Automatic Chemostat Treatment)
proprietary bioremediation technology.
BPC transforms the industrial wastewater treatment into an
efficient, economical and ecologically-friendly process.
.
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chakratec.com

Chakratec
Category & Tags
Charging hardware
Infrastructure
Energy storage
Power boosting

Technologies & Products
Chakratec's solution stores the electricity as kinetic energy in a
fast-rotating flywheel. This multi-patented technology presents
two major advantages: unlimited high-power charge and
discharge cycles (more than 200,000) without degradation over
the full system lifetime of 20 years. Based on a non-chemical
flywheel, the system is sustainable and reusable, as opposed
to toxic and polluting chemical batteries.The company offers

Video

power boosters and high power chargers for electric vehicles
(EVs) anywhere, including locations with a weak grid.

Target Audience
Investors, Utility companies, Charging networks.

Company at a Glance
Chakratec has developed a unique kinetic energy storage
technology, which enables unlimited high power charge and
discharge cycles.
Utilizing this Kinetic Power Booster technology, Chakratec
facilitates the deployment of fast charging stations. The company
offers power boosters and high power chargers for electric
vehicles (EVs) anywhere, including locations with a weak grid.
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ecoplant.co

EcoPlant
Category & Tags
Optimization
Energy saving
Software
Risk reduction
Predictive maintenance
AI
IoT

Technologies & Products
EcoPlant leverages Industrial IoT to dramatically increase
energy efficiency and reduce costs by optimizing the use of
compressed air systems. EcoPlant’s SaaS solution connects
to the air compressor's controllers and pipeline sensors to
continuously monitor, control and optimize the entire system.
Using disruptive AI technology, the EcoPlant IIoT platform
conducts ongoing energy surveys and autonomously controls
each compressor, as well as the entire system, to significantly
reduce energy redundancy. An automatic alert system reduces
the risk of manufacturing downtime and extends the machine's
life expectancy through predictive maintenance. By minimizing

Video

inefficiencies, the EcoPlant platform enables annual savings of
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Target Audience
Equipment service providers, Factories.

Company at a Glance
EcoPlant was established in June 2016 by 3 ambitious founders
with passion and experience in the IT and legacy industry. The
company already has more than 30 industrial plants as paying
customers and has been raised $1.7M including a 3:1 matching
grant by the Israeli Innovation authority. The grant sums to
$700K in the first year. EcoPlant's Go-To-Market tactic is to
enter through Channels - Mechanical Service Providers that
have a very wide span of plants they work with.
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ecowavepower.com

Eco Wave Power
Category & Tags
Clean-tech
Renewable Energy
Wave Energy
Green-tech
Sustainable-tech
Energy

Technologies & Products
EWP's proprietary technology efficiently converts wave energy
into affordable, zero-emission, and renewable electricity. The
technology is comprised floaters submerged in the Ocean/
Sea which are attached to pre-existing man-made structures
such as breakwaters, piers, and jetties. The specially designed
floaters utilize buoyancy force, changes in water level and flow,
the ‘airlock’ effect, and the vertical movement of waves, to create
an efficient energy conversion process.

Target Audience
Video

Potential investors and strategic partners. Including utility
companies, construction companies, energy ministries, impact
investment funds, and clean-tech funds.

Company at a Glance
The Eco Wave Power company is an advanced and innovative
international wave power developer headquartered in Israel. The
company has developed proprietary technology for extracting
energy from ocean and sea waves and its reliable, clean, and
cost-effective conversion into electricity.
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estech-ltd.com

ES Building Technologies
Category & Tags
Innovative Building Solution
including LGS CNC +
Concrete using AI Software
for design & Manufacturing

Technologies & Products
The ES technology (Patent Registered) is revolutionizing
construction E2E process, allowing to prefab LGS wall frames as
well as the structural concrete forms manufacture with RobotCNC machine using an AI design Software.
The technology creates a fast, accurate, safe & cost effective
solution for any building structure.
The product includes AI Design Software & Light Gauge Steel

Video

CNC Machine.

Target Audience
ES is seeking to connect with Big construction / developers
who will adopt the technology in their coming projects. and
also with construction VC which will help up ES go to the next
level (funding & scale-up).

Company at a Glance
ES Building technology introduces an innovative construction
solution for buildings up to 20 stories, that will reduce significantly
the execution time and costs from design to finish of such
construction projects using AI (Artificial Intelligent) Software ,
LGS (Light Gauge Steel) CNC & Concrete.
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madaanalytics.com

MADA Analytics
Category & Tags
SaaS
AI
Software
Financial Optimization
Credit Enhancement
Maximizing Profits Fintech
Integrated Energy Storage
Data Analytics

Technologies & Products
MADA Analytics artificial intelligence (AI) software optimizes
the financial results for both credit enhancement/bankability,
and returns on investments in renewable power plants with
energy storage.
MADA's software accurately models and predicts output results,
from both historical and forecasted data sets, by running simulations
over many diverse storage technologies, seamlessly integrate
project finance, power market, and engineering knowledge.

Target Audience
Users of MADA's software are both asset owners and operators
such as - Project developers, IPPs independent power producers,
and Engineering Procurement and Construction (EPC) companies,

Video

as well as Investors such as - Infrastructure funds, Private Equity
Firms, Pension Funds, and Debt Providers such as Banks.

Company at a Glance
MADA Analytics develops cloud-based SaaS platform, and
utilizes its AI algorithms to performs thousands of simulations
from both historical and predicted data sets – using varying
equipment technologies, vendors, and capacities, integrating
wind, solar and storage. MADA accurately pinpoints equipment
configurations and operational strategies, that improve credit
enhancement bankability with financial tools and data analysis
to ensure cash flow certainty, while maximizing IRR for a specific
project with its climate and power market conditions.
Industry Customers
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nanospuntech.com

NanoSpun Technologies
Category & Tags
Advance Materials
Bioprocessing
Sustainability

Technologies & Products
NanoSpun proprietary ‘fibrous encapsulation’ technology
and its ‘active biological fabrics and cassettes’ products take
immobilization and encapsulation of cells and microorganisms
into the 21st century. NanoSpun solution revolutionizes the
traditional approaches (uncontrolled suspension, immobilization
to surfaces, or beads/capsules) as it dramatically enhances
the active cells performance, offers the ultimate design of the
end-users process, and enables flexible cost-effective systems
including separation and modularity when needed.

Target Audience
Potential partners, Users, Integrators, Channel to Market and
Investors.

Company at a Glance
NanoSpun is a biotech/advanced-materials/bio-printing company.
Based on its novel nano/micro scale technology, NanoSpun
addresses the industry need for improved biological processes
from an engineering perspective. In essence, NanoSpun develops
and manufactures, on industrial scales, versatile “next-gen”
active (i.e. living fabrics and 3D structures made out of cells!),
revolutionizing the usage and
applicability of active biological
elements in various spaces.
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raycatch.com

Raycatch
Category & Tags
AI, Artificial Intelligence
for Solar Energy
Pro-Active Data Driven
SaaS Optimization

Technologies & Products
Our AI SaaS solution uses the most advanced AI algorithms to
cope with the "data noise" that masks the signals coming from
solar assets- causing under-performing solar assets. Our
technology is able to clear the noise, and enhance the signals
that indicate what exactly is the problem/s in any given solar
assets. Our service runs top down starting from the portfolio
of a given client and down to the production unit of each asset.

Video

A full, daily mapping, state of health of every production device
in a solar portfolio- quantifying and identifying each underperformance.

Target Audience
We are looking to assist solar assets stake owners, either
owners/operators/financial players- maximizing their yield.

Company at a Glance
Raycatch is AI for solar energy. Our AI service runs on the existing
production data coming from solar assets, and by doing so it
derives what needs to be done in order to maximize the assets
yield. Raycatch is moving the solar industry from pre-scheduled
action to data-driven insights- pro-active operation. Our
company is a multinational VC backed startup operating from
Tel Aviv, Israel and working on over 1GW of solar installations
worldwide.
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salamandra-zone.com

Salamandra Zone
Category & Tags
Clean-tech
Air-tech
Air Treatment
Emission Control
In-Door Air Quality
Chemistry

Technologies & Products
Salamandra Zone had developed a unique process that neutralizes
various gases & bio-hazards while generating oxygen. The core
technology is a creation of a unique chemical reaction, applied with
cutting-edge engineering and controlled by a designated software.
The disruptive, patented technology is co-developed with the
Hebrew University.
The Home-Air product- A revolutionary indoor air purifier
that eliminates respiratory threats indoors, reduces CO2 and
generates oxygen.The C-Air product – An innovative industrial
emission control system, that changes the paradigm.

Video

Target Audience
Clean-tech, smart cities and Air-tech Investors, Strategic
partners, manufacturers and distributors in the fields of control
systems, HVAC solutions, home appliance, chemical products,
and emission control.

Company at a Glance
Salamandra Zone LTD is an innovative, patented Air-Tech company,
who provides solutions for toxic air purification. Established
2014, Privately owned, Based at the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem. Lead by a remarkable team, with over a decade of
research that resulted in its current maturity, Salamandra Zone
now tackles the market.
The SZ vision - Tremendous contributing for a safer, more tenable
urban environment. Where a fundamental natural resource as
fresh air is secured.
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sgtech.co.il

SGTech
Category & Tags
Waste-to-Energy
Renewables
Anaerobic Digestion
Nutrient Management

Technologies & Products
SGTech's proprietary Anaerobic Digestion (AD) technology
avoids digestate (problematic liquid byproduct) production and
results in high quality biogas, nutrient-rich fertilizer, and clean
water. Using an algorithmic approach and machine learning,
SGTech has optimized traditional AD and nutrient recovery
technologies, enabling commercialization in unrealized dairy
markets. This is a necessary solution in increasingly stringent

Video

regulatory environments. SGTech has a number of patents
pending across the world.

Target Audience
As we move from an R&D phase to market commercialization,
we are seeking to raise funding from Cleantech/Renewable
VC's and private investors. We are also looking to partner with
biogas industry experts across the world to incorporate our
technology in their facilities.

Company at a Glance
SGTech is a CleanTech & Renewable Energy company specializing
in combined Nutrient Recovery, Biogas, and Water Recycling
solutions for the Livestock Industry. Based out of Israel, our
team of 10 employees has developed and patented a novel
Anaerobic Digestion (AD) technology which provides a complete
waste-to-energy solution for midsize dairy farms across the
globe. We have a functioning pilot facility in Israel and full-scale
projects underway.
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si-lib.com

Si-lib
Category & Tags
Electric vehicle
Energy
Batteries
Energy Storage

Technologies & Products
We are developing and demonstrating cells based on nanostructured
silicon anodes with no graphite or binders. No use of gold
catalyst in the process – only 100% silicon. The technology has
already been scaled up from lab demo cells to 1/3 AAA cells.
Prototypes of larger cells are currently being manufactured.
By using our anodes over 40% improvement in battery capacity

Advanced Materials

can be achieved with the same form factor compared to graphite

Video

Target Audience

based anodes..

Investors, Automotive industry, chemical & process sector.

Company at a Glance
Silib is an early stage company aimed at developing and
commercializing revolutionary 100% silicon based anodes
for li-ion batteries with extremely high energy content. Our
technology will enable longer-range, high-performance EVs.
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Solight
Category & Tags
Solar Lighting
Healthy Living
Well-Being
Renewable Energy

solight-energy.com
Technologies & Products
SOLIS provides constant lighting year-round from 08:00 AM till
04:00 PM, with no heat or UV radiation. SOLIS systems enjoy low
production and maintenance costs combined with high optical
efficiency typical of expensive and delicate tracking systems.

Target Audience
Solight is seeking synergistic Local/Global partners to assist

Video

us towards an efficient global market penetration. Additionally,
Solight seeks a 2M $ round A impact investment.

Company at a Glance
Solight is an Israeli startup founded in 2012, enjoying financial
support from the Israeli Innovation Authority, (Tenufa and
Incubator) and the EU's Horizon 2020 SME program. (Phases
I+II) SOLIS products shall be market ready at H2 2019
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swdp.co.il

SWDP
Category & Tags
Production of Sodium
Aluminate from recycled
Wastewater brine
Industrial & Urban
Wastewater treatment
processes

Technologies & Products
Recycle of waste brines of Aluminum processing plants.
Production of high quality Sodium Aluminate from waste using
a zero-discharge Process.
Urban Wastewater treatment: increase capacity, improve quality of
product, Phosphate removal and color removal for UV disinfection.
Heavy metal removal from wastewater in electro-polishing and
metal coating industry
Suspended Solids and Fats removal in livestock, poultry processing,
dairy farms and food processing plants.
Improved control of a distillation column allowing improvement
of the wastewater quality and recovery of valuable chemicals;
ecology can generate income.

Target Audience
JV Partners, Promotors of recycling technology, utility companies,
Companies active in Wastewater treatment.

Company at a Glance
Since 2001, SWDP ltd. (S2) has been collecting basic waste solutions
from the Aluminum processing industry (Extrusion and Anodization).
The brines are sent to a processing facility in a Chemical plant.
The brines are transformed into a high quality Sodium Aluminate
(NaAlO2) using a Zero-Discharge process.
Sodium Aluminate is used in Industrial and Urban wastewater plants.
Specific wastewater treatment processes having been designed
and implemented in a wide range of applications
SWDP ltd. currently recycles all the Aluminum brines in Israel and
is looking for additional sources of raw materials and products.

ALUMINUM PROCESSING PLANTS:
EXTRUSION & ANODIZE
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zero.energy

Zero Energy Solutions
Category & Tags
AI
IoT
Energy Efficiency
Indoor Climate

Technologies & Products
We have developed the first learning Climate Intelligence platform
for commercial buildings.
What the Nest smart thermostat has done in the residential
market, we intend to do in the much more complex commercial
market.
Our platform uses a climate node network to sense, analyze
and automate the climate in every room.

Video

Using AI and machine learning, it optimizes consumption for
the entire building, manages demand and reduces utility bills.

Target Audience
We are offering our solution in a Climate-as-a-Service monthly
fee for commercial buildings operators.

Company at a Glance
We are an energized team of zero energy seekers from Israel.
Our Climate Intelligence platform has been successfully deployed
in over 40 live sites in Israel and in the US.
We are very proud of the immediate impact we have provided
our customers, automating climate comfort while dramatically
lowering energy consumption.
We envision a world, where climate is automated around us.
Where "everywhere you go you always take the weather with you".
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